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albert einstein encyclopedia britannica britannica com - albert einstein was a famous physicist his research spanned
from quantum mechanics to theories about gravity and motion after publishing some groundbreaking papers einstein toured
the world and gave speeches about his discoveries, einstein field equations wikipedia - the einstein field equations efe
also known as einstein s equations comprise the set of 10 equations in albert einstein s general theory of relativity that
describe the fundamental interaction of gravitation as a result of spacetime being curved by mass and energy first published
by einstein in 1915 as a tensor equation the efe relate local spacetime curvature expressed by the einstein, albert einstein
biography life story wife school - albert einstein was born on march 14 1879 in ulm germany but he grew up and obtained
his early education in munich germany he was a poor student and some of his teachers thought he might be retarded
mentally handicapped he was unable to speak fluently with ease and grace at age nine, bose einstein condensate simple
english wikipedia the - theory particles can only have a set amount of energy they either have the energy to bounce
around in gases or just the energy to flow like a liquid or be fixed like a solid if you take enough of the particle s energy away
you get to the tiniest or the smallest amount of energy possible this is a bose einstein condensate, time internet
encyclopedia of philosophy - time time is what a clock is used to measure information about time tells the durations of
events and when they occur and which events happen before which others so time has a very significant role in the universe
s organization
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